
 

 

In a quiet week due to the public holiday, I thought I’d do a ‘quick review’ of these three stocks which are 

in the news, all three I cover consistently. 

 

Afrimat (2176 cents) 

Current recommendation : HOLD 

 

A long favourite of SmallTalk, Afrimat has ridden to 

successive new share price highs recently and to 

my mind looks a ‘little fully priced’. 

 

I had my last buy recommendation on October 21
st

 

2014 at 1650 cents and having attended recent 

FY15 results (HEPS rose by 24.4% to 135.6cps) as 

well as the recent Annual General Meeting, I remain confident on Afrimat’s prospects; but it’s all about 

valuation and pricing.  

 

Afrimat is trading on a PE of 16.5x historic that should fall to @12.5x – 13x if my expectations for their FY16 

earnings are realised. For a well run company that seems fair but given the recent run in the share price 

unless Afrimat has a blockbuster earnings year (to show earnings between 175c – 200c) I cannot see much 

further progression in its current share price based on my current FY16 earnings estimates. 

 

Afrimat is currently under cautionary. I tweeted last week I believed the ‘cash’ deal was worth @R200m and 

pertained to an expansion to the aggregate and industrial minerals business; I also hear that another ‘deal’ 

may be in the offering for a further quarry. Afrimat management has an enviable track record of acquiring 

assets which after they have rationalised and restructured them turn into ‘profitable gems’ – Glen Douglas, 

Clinker and Infrasors are the last three. Earnings may flow from the news deals but it will take time to 

generate Afrimat type returns. I think the market is getting ahead of itself. Any further ‘push’ beyond R22.00 

to this analyst raises valuation questions. I thus maintain a HOLD on the counter for now.  

 

Stellar Capital 301 cents 

Current recommendation: HOLD 

 

With corporate events continuing to unfold at 

Stellar capital (SCP), yesterday on SENS it was 

announced that a scheme of arrangement had 

been made by Gold One to acquire junior miner 

Goliath Gold. SCP has a 21.89% stake in Goliath 

Gold with a current market value of R48.5m. 
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Under the scheme, Gold One will offer minorities R1.00 in immediate cash for their shares (Goliath is 

currently trading at R1.50 but has significant loans on its balance sheet) or shareholders can elect for a 

deferred payment some eighteen months down the track worth R1.60. Thus Stellar is they accept the offer 

would gain around R32.3m for its stake.  

 

It has always been Stellar intent to monetise its disparate ‘creation’ portfolio of assets injected (initially) from 

Christo Wiese and to date DigiCore has been exited, Goliath is now on its way out and Mine Rehabilitation 

will be next to be let go. With a pool of cash from said deals and suggestions that an opportunistic capital call 

is imminent to fund the next leg of deals to refocus SCP there is much to keep SCP in the news.  

 

I chose SCP in its prior incarnation ConvergeNet as one of my Top 5 stocks of 2014 at 100 cents and it has had 

a ‘stellar’ ride. I continue to believe that the management team has grand ambitions, with the recent 

additions of a stake in Torre Industries (35%) and Cadiz Asset Management, being steps in a new direction. 

 

I will await for ‘news to unfold’ from SCP – that should be imminent – but for now I’d hold my tinder dry 

and maintain my hold recommendation. 2016, may just be the year where SCP ‘ is wheeling & dealing’ and 

that may add further spice to its share.  

 

Torre Industries (500 cents) 

Current recommendation: BUY 

 

I hosted Torre management to a FY15 results 

luncheon in Cape Town last Friday and it was a 

well-turned out affair with significant institutional 

interest in the counter. 

 

As a refresher, a slew of deals in FY15 saw HEPS 

increase by 151% to 30.26cps. 

 

Key points of interest from the luncheon; 

 

 Current trading in the first 2½ months of its new financial year are challenging in some of units 

operating units (the ones allied to the mining sector) though there are areas of prospects (Torre 

Automotive, Setpoint as well as the fork lift division) 

 With a debt free balance sheet and cash on hand....Torre could consider deals in the R800m – R1bn 

range with management indicating that cash and debt would be used in preference to any further 

equity issue. Torre (traditionally) undertakes such deals in the early part of every calendar year...so 

I’d not be surprised to see a sizable deal announced early in 2016. 

 Torre plans to increase its percentage of revenue emanating from Africa (its currently 20% from the 

17 non-SA countries it operates in) to circa 50% thus aiding its Rand hedge qualities. Management 

indicated it would be (mostly) from organic growth and territory expansion rather than by 

acquisition 

 Further cost rationalisation and integration benefits will accrue from the lathe Setpoint acquisition 

and that around @R25m could accrue. 
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A seller has kept a lid on the share price of late as the holding has been absorbed by the market; that selling 

may now be nearing its completion and given the FY15 results and prospects for FY16 as well as deal making 

potential within Torre, I can easily see the share price sailing through 500 cents once the ‘selling cap’ has 

been eradicated; prospects for the counter remain good and management continue to be confident that they 

are on track to make minimum FY16 HEPS of 42cps placing the counter of a FPE of 11.9x. However, I am a 

little more ambitions and pencilled in 46cps some while ago which on my number brings down the Torre FPE 

to 10.9x – hardly demanding for a growth stock. I thus maintain my BUY recommendation on Torre and my 

long-standing 600 cent target price.  
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